
18.2 Volume of Pyramids



18.2 Volume of Pyramids

1 Find the approximate number of stone blocks in the pyramid.



18.2 Volume of Pyramids

2 A wire frame in the shape of a cube is used to support a pyramidshaped basket, 
as shown. The vertex of the pyramid lies in the same plane as a face of the 
cube. To the nearest tenth, what is the volume of the pyramidshaped basket? 

A 0.7 ft3

B 1.7 ft3

C 2.2 ft3

D 2.3 ft3



18.2 Volume of Pyramids

Worksheet 18.2
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Example: Solving a Volume Problem, Step A


 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to read the first paragraph to the class. You may want to have 
the student use the Pen to sketch a stone block used to build the Great Pyramid 
and to label the block’s dimensions.


• Ask another volunteer to use the Pen to write the missing expression. 
• Tap the Action Arrow, and ask another volunteer to use the Pen to write the 


missing information.
• Continue with Step B on the next page.


 Teaching the Math Ask: What are the main steps you will use to solve this problem? First, find the 
volume of the pyramid. Then, find the volume of an average block. Then, divide the 
volume of the pyramid by the volume of an average block to estimate the number of 
blocks in the pyramid.
Ask: What units should you use for the volume of the pyramid? Why? Use cubic meters 
since the lengths are given in meters.


 Answer Key 52,900 m2


52,900; 146
2,574,466.6̄ m3





SMART Notebook
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Example: Solving a Volume Problem, Steps B-C


 Using the Whiteboard • Pull out the Problem tab and discuss the diagram, pointing out that it shows 
the volume found in Step A.


• Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write the formula for the volume of a 
rectangular prism.


• Have a student use the Pen to sketch a stone block used to build the Great 
Pyramid and label the block’s dimensions. Have another volunteer calculate the 
volume of a stone block and write it using the Pen.


• Tap the Action Arrow. Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to complete the second 
sentence.


• If SMART Response remotes are available, have students use them to provide the 
approximate number of blocks.


• Click the SMART Response tab, if installed, and then start the question to 
begin voting.


• Or a volunteer may use the Pen to write the answer.
• Tap Reflect to bring up the discussion question.


 Teaching the Math Ask: The Great Pyramid has internal passageways and internal chambers. What might 
this tell you about our estimate of the number of blocks used to build the pyramid? 
Why? The estimate may be an overestimate since fewer blocks would be needed.


 Answer Key B. V = lwh; 1.183 m3


C.  V; W
  2,200,000
Reflect: Possible answer: The given dimensions of the pyramid and the blocks are 
approximations; the blocks form not a true pyramid but rather a pyramid consisting of 
many layers or “steps.”





SMART Notebook
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Try This: Solving a Volume Problem


 Using the Whiteboard • Present the problem to the students and discuss how to solve it.
• Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write the answer to the first question.
• Invite another volunteer to calculate an answer for the second question and 


write it using the Pen.


 Answer Key a. 500,000 cm3


b. approximately 34.7 hours





SMART Notebook
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Test Prep


 Using the Whiteboard • If SMART Response remotes are available, have students use them to answer 
the question.


• Click the SMART Response tab, if installed, and then start the question to 
begin voting.


• Or a volunteer may use the Pen to circle the answer.
• Tap Answer to reveal the correct answer.


 Teaching the Math Students who answered B may have found the area of the base of the pyramid. 


Students who answered C may have forgotten the factor of  in the formula for the 


volume of a pyramid. These students may also have found the volume of the cube. 


Students who answered D may have tried to use the formula V = πr 2h to find the 
volume of the pyramid.


 Answer Key A) 0.7 ft3





SMART Notebook
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Answer the Essential Question


 Using the Whiteboard • Read the Essential Question: How do you calculate the volume of a pyramid?
• You may use the Essential Question as a discussion question or have a volunteer 


use the Pen to write an answer.


 Answer Key Essential Question: The volume V of a pyramid with base area B and height h is 


given by V =  Bh.
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Explore: Developing a Volume Postulate


 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use Line Tool to draw ABC and then use the Pen to write the 
missing expression in Step A.


• Tap the Action Arrow and ask a volunteer to use the Line Tool to draw the 
described triangle. Then have the volunteer use the Pen to fill in the missing 
expression in Step B.


• Tap the second Action Arrow to reveal Step C, and discuss the question. Ask 
a volunteer to use the Pen to write an answer. 


• Tap Reflect to bring up the discussion question.


 Teaching the Math In this lesson, students develop and use a formula for the volume of a pyramid. 
Students first explore a key postulate about pyramids (pyramids that have equal 
base areas and equal heights have equal volumes). Then, students find a volume 
formula for a “wedge pyramid.” Finally, students use an informal dissection argument 
to divide any pyramid into wedge pyramids. In this way, students will be able to 
extend their formula for wedge pyramids to general pyramids.
Ask: Suppose b = 4 cm and h = 1 cm. What can you conclude about the triangles 
formed in Steps A and B of the Explore? The area of the triangles is 2 cm2.
Ask: For the Reflect question, suppose you form a pyramid by choosing a point in 
plane R and connecting it to each vertex of the polygon. Then, you form a different 
pyramid in this way. What can you say about the heights of the pyramids? Why? 
The heights are equal because in each case the height is the perpendicular distance 
between the plane of the base and plane R.


 Answer Key A.  bh


B.  bh


C. The triangles have equal areas.
Reflect: All the pyramids have the same volume.
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Engage: Developing a Volume Postulate


 Using the Whiteboard • Discuss the meaning of the postulate. Pull out the Definition tab to view the 
definition of pyramid.


• Tap the Action Arrow and discuss the new material.
• Tap Reflect to bring up the discussion question.


 Teaching the Math Ask: When you write the name of a pyramid as A-BCD, what information about the 
pyramid does the name give you? The vertex of the pyramid is A; the base is BCD.


Ask: Given that A-BCD is a wedge pyramid as shown in the figure, what can you say 
about  and ?  is perpendicular to .


 Answer Key Reflect: In both cases, the figures have equal base measurements and equal heights.





SMART Notebook
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Explore: Finding the Volume of a Wedge Pyramid, Steps A–B


 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use the Highlighter Tool/pen type to shade BCD and to 
highlight  in the figure. Then have the student use the Pen to label the base 
area as B and the height as h.


• If necessary, have the volunteer pull out the Diagram tab to show the wedge 
pyramid A-BCD.


• Tap the Action Arrow and ask a volunteer to use the Pen to answer 
the question.


• Continue with Step C on the next page.


 Teaching the Math Ask: What is the height of the triangular prism in Step B? Why? AD or h; the height 
is the same as the height of pyramid A-BCD.
Be sure students understand that B is being used in two different ways. Not only 
does B represent a vertex of the prism, but also B represents the prism’s base area. 
Which meaning of B is intended is determined by the context in which B is used.


 Answer Key B. Bh; the volume of a prism is the product of the base area and the height.
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Explore: Finding the Volume of a Wedge Pyramid, Step C


 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use the Line Tool to draw the required segment.
• Have the volunteer then use the Pen to complete the last sentence. 
• Tap the Action Arrow and pull out the Diagram tab. Ask a volunteer to use the 


Highlighter Tool/pen type to highlight the edges of pyramids A-EBC and A-CFE in 
Diagram 1. Then ask the student to use the Pen to write an answer. 


• If needed, pull out the Key Concept tab to review the postulate about pyramids.
• Use the Eraser to clear highlighting before putting away the Diagram tab.
• Tap the second Action Arrow and ask another volunteer to pull out the Diagram 


tab and use the Highlighter Tool/pen type to highlight the edges of pyramids 
C-EFA and A-BCD and to use the Pen Tool to write an answer. 


• Use the Eraser to clear highlighting before putting away the Diagram tab.
• Continue with Steps D and E on the next page.


 Teaching the Math In Step C, some students may have difficulty visualizing pyramids that make up 
the triangular prism. To help students with this part of the Explore, be sure they 
understand that pyramids A-CFE and C-EFA are the same pyramid. The pyramid 
is given different names at different times to emphasize a particular vertex and 
base. This makes it easier to compare the pyramid to other pyramids that form 
the triangular prism.


 Answer Key C. EBC; CFE
First Action Arrow: The bases are congruent and the heights are equal, so the 
volumes are equal.
Second Action Arrow: The bases are congruent and the heights are equal, so the 
volumes are equal.
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Explore: Finding the Volume of a Wedge Pyramid, Steps D-E


 Using the Whiteboard • Pull out the Diagram tab to review the results from the previous page.
• Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write an answer for Step D, and have students 


discuss the answer.
• Tap the Action Arrow and ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write an answer for 


Step E.
• Tap Reflect to bring up the discussion question.


 Teaching the Math If time permits, a hands-on activity can help students develop the formula for the 
volume of a pyramid from an inductive-reasoning perspective. Have students make 
nets for a square-based pyramid and a square-based prism that has the same 
height as the pyramid. Then, have students cut out, fold, and tape the nets to form 
the three-dimensional figures. Students can model the volume of the pyramid by 
filling it with uncooked rice, sand, or another granular material. Ask students to pour 
the rice from the pyramid into the prism as many times as necessary to see how the 
volumes of the figures are related. Students will discover that it takes three batches 
of rice from the pyramid to fill the prism. That is, the volume of the pyramid is one-
third the volume of the associated prism.


 Answer Key D. The volume of pyramid A-BCD is one-third the volume of the triangular prism.


E. The volume of pyramid A-BCD is  Bh.


Reflect: Pyramids A-EBC and A-CFE have the same volume and pyramids C-EFA 
and A-BCD have the same volume. But A-CFE and C-EFA are two names for the 
same pyramid, so by the Transitive Property of Equality, the pyramids all have the 
same volume.
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Engage: Developing a Volume Formula


 Using the Whiteboard • Discuss the first paragraph and the diagram.
• Ask a volunteer to read the material line by line as you reveal it with the Eraser. You 


will reveal three steps to the argument.
• Pull out the Key Concept tab and discuss the formula for the volume of a pyramid.
• Tap Reflect to bring up the discussion questions.


 Teaching the Math Highlighting the Mathematical Practice Standards 
The process used in this lesson to develop the formula for the volume of a pyramid 
offers a connection to Standard 1 (Make sense of problems and persevere in solving 
them). The standard discusses “looking for entry points” and planning a “solution 
pathway.” Explain to students that mathematicians use these strategies not only 
when solving specific problems but also when making generalizations and writing 
proofs.
For example, to find an entry point for developing the formula for the volume of a 
pyramid, a mathematician might start by asking what is already known. In this case, 
we already know the formula for the volume of a prism. This suggests that it may be 
useful to somehow connect pyramids to prisms. Some initial efforts in this direction 
might show that it is awkward to relate a general pyramid to a prism but that a 
“wedge pyramid” can be related to a prism, as shown in the Explore.
This solution pathway illustrates how a new problem (finding the formula for the 
volume of a pyramid) may sometimes be related to a simpler problem that has 
already been solved (finding the formula for the volume of a prism). Encourage 
students to identify additional examples of this type of thinking as they continue 
to explore volume formulas.


 Answer Key Reflect: The volume of the pyramid is one-third times the volume of the prism.
Reflect: The formula is a symbolic statement of the previous sentence: the formula for 


the volume of a prism is V = Bh and the formula for the volume of a pyramid is V =  Bh.
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Try This: Developing a Volume Formula


 Using the Whiteboard • Present the problem to the students and discuss how to solve it. Pull out the 
Key Concept tab and review how to find the volume of a pyramid, if needed.


• Ask students to solve the problem, and have a volunteer write the answer with 
the Pen.


• Tap Try Another to replace the problem with a new one.
• Have students solve the problem, and ask a new volunteer write the answer with 


the Pen.


 Answer Key First problem: 41.5 cm3


Second problem: 256.5 mm3
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Volume of Pyramids


 Using the Whiteboard Use the table of contents to go to specific sections of the lesson, or tap Next to  
go to the first section of the lesson.


 Teaching the Math Preview the Essential Question: How do you calculate the volume of a pyramid?


Common Core Standards for Mathematical Content
 CC.9–12.G.GMD.1 Give an informal argument for the formula for the . . . volume of a . . . pyramid. . . . 


Use dissection arguments . . . .


 CC.9–12.G.GMD.3 Use volume formulas for . . . pyramids . . . to solve problems.*


Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practice
 CC.K–12.MP.1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.


Navigating the SMART Notebook file 


Home Return to the Main Menu. Check Answers Pull out to view the answers to 
all problems on the page.


Teacher 
Notes Open the Teacher Notes PDF. Answer Show the correct answer to a 


problem.


Previous Go to the previous page. Try Another Generate another problem for 
extra practice.


Next Go to the next page.
SMART 
Response 
Question


Indicates the question is 
compatible with a SMART 
Response interactive response 
system.


Action 
Arrow Reveal hidden content. 


Tips
Clear or reset the screen   To reset the screen, tap Edit > Reset Page or tap the Reset Page button if it is on 


the toolbar.


 Add tools and functions to your SMART Notebook toolbar or floating palette


   Tap the Customize button in the toolbar or floating palette, and then drag the tool to  
  the toolbar or floating palette.
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Explore: Developing a Volume Postulate


 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use Line Tool to draw ABC and then use the Pen to write the 
missing expression in Step A.


• Tap the Action Arrow and ask a volunteer to use the Line Tool to draw the 
described triangle. Then have the volunteer use the Pen to fill in the missing 
expression in Step B.


• Tap the second Action Arrow to reveal Step C, and discuss the question. Ask 
a volunteer to use the Pen to write an answer. 


• Tap Reflect to bring up the discussion question.


 Teaching the Math In this lesson, students develop and use a formula for the volume of a pyramid. 
Students first explore a key postulate about pyramids (pyramids that have equal 
base areas and equal heights have equal volumes). Then, students find a volume 
formula for a “wedge pyramid.” Finally, students use an informal dissection argument 
to divide any pyramid into wedge pyramids. In this way, students will be able to 
extend their formula for wedge pyramids to general pyramids.
Ask: Suppose b = 4 cm and h = 1 cm. What can you conclude about the triangles 
formed in Steps A and B of the Explore? The area of the triangles is 2 cm2.
Ask: For the Reflect question, suppose you form a pyramid by choosing a point in 
plane R and connecting it to each vertex of the polygon. Then, you form a different 
pyramid in this way. What can you say about the heights of the pyramids? Why? 
The heights are equal because in each case the height is the perpendicular distance 
between the plane of the base and plane R.


 Answer Key A.  bh


B.  bh


C. The triangles have equal areas.
Reflect: All the pyramids have the same volume.
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Engage: Developing a Volume Postulate


 Using the Whiteboard • Discuss the meaning of the postulate. Pull out the Definition tab to view the 
definition of pyramid.


• Tap the Action Arrow and discuss the new material.
• Tap Reflect to bring up the discussion question.


 Teaching the Math Ask: When you write the name of a pyramid as A-BCD, what information about the 
pyramid does the name give you? The vertex of the pyramid is A; the base is BCD.


Ask: Given that A-BCD is a wedge pyramid as shown in the figure, what can you say 
about  and ?  is perpendicular to .


 Answer Key Reflect: In both cases, the figures have equal base measurements and equal heights.
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Explore: Finding the Volume of a Wedge Pyramid, Steps A–B


 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use the Highlighter Tool/pen type to shade BCD and to 
highlight  in the figure. Then have the student use the Pen to label the base 
area as B and the height as h.


• If necessary, have the volunteer pull out the Diagram tab to show the wedge 
pyramid A-BCD.


• Tap the Action Arrow and ask a volunteer to use the Pen to answer 
the question.


• Continue with Step C on the next page.


 Teaching the Math Ask: What is the height of the triangular prism in Step B? Why? AD or h; the height 
is the same as the height of pyramid A-BCD.
Be sure students understand that B is being used in two different ways. Not only 
does B represent a vertex of the prism, but also B represents the prism’s base area. 
Which meaning of B is intended is determined by the context in which B is used.


 Answer Key B. Bh; the volume of a prism is the product of the base area and the height.
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Explore: Finding the Volume of a Wedge Pyramid, Step C


 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to use the Line Tool to draw the required segment.
• Have the volunteer then use the Pen to complete the last sentence. 
• Tap the Action Arrow and pull out the Diagram tab. Ask a volunteer to use the 


Highlighter Tool/pen type to highlight the edges of pyramids A-EBC and A-CFE in 
Diagram 1. Then ask the student to use the Pen to write an answer. 


• If needed, pull out the Key Concept tab to review the postulate about pyramids.
• Use the Eraser to clear highlighting before putting away the Diagram tab.
• Tap the second Action Arrow and ask another volunteer to pull out the Diagram 


tab and use the Highlighter Tool/pen type to highlight the edges of pyramids 
C-EFA and A-BCD and to use the Pen Tool to write an answer. 


• Use the Eraser to clear highlighting before putting away the Diagram tab.
• Continue with Steps D and E on the next page.


 Teaching the Math In Step C, some students may have difficulty visualizing pyramids that make up 
the triangular prism. To help students with this part of the Explore, be sure they 
understand that pyramids A-CFE and C-EFA are the same pyramid. The pyramid 
is given different names at different times to emphasize a particular vertex and 
base. This makes it easier to compare the pyramid to other pyramids that form 
the triangular prism.


 Answer Key C. EBC; CFE
First Action Arrow: The bases are congruent and the heights are equal, so the 
volumes are equal.
Second Action Arrow: The bases are congruent and the heights are equal, so the 
volumes are equal.
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Explore: Finding the Volume of a Wedge Pyramid, Steps D-E


 Using the Whiteboard • Pull out the Diagram tab to review the results from the previous page.
• Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write an answer for Step D, and have students 


discuss the answer.
• Tap the Action Arrow and ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write an answer for 


Step E.
• Tap Reflect to bring up the discussion question.


 Teaching the Math If time permits, a hands-on activity can help students develop the formula for the 
volume of a pyramid from an inductive-reasoning perspective. Have students make 
nets for a square-based pyramid and a square-based prism that has the same 
height as the pyramid. Then, have students cut out, fold, and tape the nets to form 
the three-dimensional figures. Students can model the volume of the pyramid by 
filling it with uncooked rice, sand, or another granular material. Ask students to pour 
the rice from the pyramid into the prism as many times as necessary to see how the 
volumes of the figures are related. Students will discover that it takes three batches 
of rice from the pyramid to fill the prism. That is, the volume of the pyramid is one-
third the volume of the associated prism.


 Answer Key D. The volume of pyramid A-BCD is one-third the volume of the triangular prism.


E. The volume of pyramid A-BCD is  Bh.


Reflect: Pyramids A-EBC and A-CFE have the same volume and pyramids C-EFA 
and A-BCD have the same volume. But A-CFE and C-EFA are two names for the 
same pyramid, so by the Transitive Property of Equality, the pyramids all have the 
same volume.
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Engage: Developing a Volume Formula


 Using the Whiteboard • Discuss the first paragraph and the diagram.
• Ask a volunteer to read the material line by line as you reveal it with the Eraser. You 


will reveal three steps to the argument.
• Pull out the Key Concept tab and discuss the formula for the volume of a pyramid.
• Tap Reflect to bring up the discussion questions.


 Teaching the Math Highlighting the Mathematical Practice Standards 
The process used in this lesson to develop the formula for the volume of a pyramid 
offers a connection to Standard 1 (Make sense of problems and persevere in solving 
them). The standard discusses “looking for entry points” and planning a “solution 
pathway.” Explain to students that mathematicians use these strategies not only 
when solving specific problems but also when making generalizations and writing 
proofs.
For example, to find an entry point for developing the formula for the volume of a 
pyramid, a mathematician might start by asking what is already known. In this case, 
we already know the formula for the volume of a prism. This suggests that it may be 
useful to somehow connect pyramids to prisms. Some initial efforts in this direction 
might show that it is awkward to relate a general pyramid to a prism but that a 
“wedge pyramid” can be related to a prism, as shown in the Explore.
This solution pathway illustrates how a new problem (finding the formula for the 
volume of a pyramid) may sometimes be related to a simpler problem that has 
already been solved (finding the formula for the volume of a prism). Encourage 
students to identify additional examples of this type of thinking as they continue 
to explore volume formulas.


 Answer Key Reflect: The volume of the pyramid is one-third times the volume of the prism.
Reflect: The formula is a symbolic statement of the previous sentence: the formula for 


the volume of a prism is V = Bh and the formula for the volume of a pyramid is V =  Bh.
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Try This: Developing a Volume Formula


 Using the Whiteboard • Present the problem to the students and discuss how to solve it. Pull out the 
Key Concept tab and review how to find the volume of a pyramid, if needed.


• Ask students to solve the problem, and have a volunteer write the answer with 
the Pen.


• Tap Try Another to replace the problem with a new one.
• Have students solve the problem, and ask a new volunteer write the answer with 


the Pen.


 Answer Key First problem: 41.5 cm3


Second problem: 256.5 mm3
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Example: Solving a Volume Problem, Step A


 Using the Whiteboard • Ask a volunteer to read the first paragraph to the class. You may want to have 
the student use the Pen to sketch a stone block used to build the Great Pyramid 
and to label the block’s dimensions.


• Ask another volunteer to use the Pen to write the missing expression. 
• Tap the Action Arrow, and ask another volunteer to use the Pen to write the 


missing information.
• Continue with Step B on the next page.


 Teaching the Math Ask: What are the main steps you will use to solve this problem? First, find the 
volume of the pyramid. Then, find the volume of an average block. Then, divide the 
volume of the pyramid by the volume of an average block to estimate the number of 
blocks in the pyramid.
Ask: What units should you use for the volume of the pyramid? Why? Use cubic meters 
since the lengths are given in meters.


 Answer Key 52,900 m2


52,900; 146
2,574,466.6̄ m3
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Example: Solving a Volume Problem, Steps B-C


 Using the Whiteboard • Pull out the Problem tab and discuss the diagram, pointing out that it shows 
the volume found in Step A.


• Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write the formula for the volume of a 
rectangular prism.


• Have a student use the Pen to sketch a stone block used to build the Great 
Pyramid and label the block’s dimensions. Have another volunteer calculate the 
volume of a stone block and write it using the Pen.


• Tap the Action Arrow. Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to complete the second 
sentence.


• If SMART Response remotes are available, have students use them to provide the 
approximate number of blocks.


• Click the SMART Response tab, if installed, and then start the question to 
begin voting.


• Or a volunteer may use the Pen to write the answer.
• Tap Reflect to bring up the discussion question.


 Teaching the Math Ask: The Great Pyramid has internal passageways and internal chambers. What might 
this tell you about our estimate of the number of blocks used to build the pyramid? 
Why? The estimate may be an overestimate since fewer blocks would be needed.


 Answer Key B. V = lwh; 1.183 m3


C.  V; W
  2,200,000
Reflect: Possible answer: The given dimensions of the pyramid and the blocks are 
approximations; the blocks form not a true pyramid but rather a pyramid consisting of 
many layers or “steps.”
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Try This: Solving a Volume Problem


 Using the Whiteboard • Present the problem to the students and discuss how to solve it.
• Ask a volunteer to use the Pen to write the answer to the first question.
• Invite another volunteer to calculate an answer for the second question and 


write it using the Pen.


 Answer Key a. 500,000 cm3


b. approximately 34.7 hours
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Test Prep


 Using the Whiteboard • If SMART Response remotes are available, have students use them to answer 
the question.


• Click the SMART Response tab, if installed, and then start the question to 
begin voting.


• Or a volunteer may use the Pen to circle the answer.
• Tap Answer to reveal the correct answer.


 Teaching the Math Students who answered B may have found the area of the base of the pyramid. 


Students who answered C may have forgotten the factor of  in the formula for the 


volume of a pyramid. These students may also have found the volume of the cube. 


Students who answered D may have tried to use the formula V = πr 2h to find the 
volume of the pyramid.


 Answer Key A) 0.7 ft3
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Answer the Essential Question


 Using the Whiteboard • Read the Essential Question: How do you calculate the volume of a pyramid?
• You may use the Essential Question as a discussion question or have a volunteer 


use the Pen to write an answer.


 Answer Key Essential Question: The volume V of a pyramid with base area B and height h is 


given by V =  Bh.
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